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Introduction 

Nanorobots encapsulate the entangled, complex and contingent conflation of thinking 

systems with embodiments at nanoscales1. They combine the hype, hope and discontents of the wider 

AI, biorobotics and nanotechnology domains discussed in previous chapters into a single artefact 

with the single overarching promise of revolutionising biomedicine and healthcare. By 

autonomously traveling to hard-to-access in vivo sites, nanorobots are expected to image and deliver 

drugs, zap cancer cells and even perform surgical incisions. This is the promise of nanorobots 

presciently cinematised in Hollywood’s 1966 blockbuster Fantastic Voyage and demonised nearly 

forty years later in 2002 in Michael Crichton’s thriller Prey. Yet, nanobots are neither the utopia of 

Fantastic Voyage where surgeons shrunk to microscopic scales to traverse the human bloodstream 

in a microscopic submarine, nor the dystopia of Crichton’s parasitic nanobot swarms feeding off 

human preys. Indeed, a modified version of the utopia where autonomous nanorobots (instead of 

shrunken humans) deliver targeted therapies - is attainable, or at least that is the hope underpinning 

the millions that have been invested globally in the last three decades to realise it (WIPO, 2015). 

At the same time, that the realisation of this promise is unlikely without a well-defined 

consideration, characterisation and mitigation of the unprecedented risks that this conflation of 

the human, the biological and the digital brings is widely accepted. Thus, beyond the hype and 

hope of nanorobotics’ promise for biomedicine and healthcare, the question as we explore here is 

what will it take to routinize these artefacts into clinical practice?  

 As many have shown, the pathway of translating technology into clinical practice is a 

difficult one and narratives of “nonadoption, abandonment, and challenges to the scale-up, spread, 

and sustainability” are the norm than the exception (Greenhalgh et al., 2017). Even the ubiquitous 

humble stethoscope faced an uphill task of routinisation into general clinical practice at the time 

of its invention in the early 19th century. John Forbes, a medical practitioner, dismissed it at the 

time as,  

“That it will ever come into general use, notwithstanding its value, is extremely doubtful; 

because its beneficial application requires much time and gives a good bit of trouble both 

to the patient and the practitioner; because its hue and character are foreign and opposed 

to all our habits and associations” (Forbes, 1823). 

Since then, Forbes’ critique of routinizing technologies in patient care have presciently 

encapsulated much of the sociotechnical issues that ails clinical uptake of technologies today; from 

practitioner’s time constraints (Liao & Mark, 2003) to trust deficits in the safety or efficacy of new 

technologies (Datta Burton, Mahfoud, Aicardi, & Rose, 2021a). Contemporary artificial 

intelligence (AI) based medical technologies such as clinical prediction models are no different and 

face similar challenges of routinization (Mann et al., 2011) with few adopted into clinical practice 

(Shah, Steyerberg, & Kent, 2018; Wessler et al., 2017).  

However, efforts to improve clinical adoption have not been lacking with initiatives since 

at least the 70s aimed at professionalising ‘implementation’ of primarily information technology-

 
1 “Nanotechnology is the understanding and control of matter at the nanoscale, at dimensions between approximately 
1 and 100 nanometers”(https://www.nano.gov/nanotech-101/what); 1 nanometer(nm)=billionth of a meter (10-9m). 
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related tools into practice settings (Pressman & Wildavsky, 1973; Fisher, 1983). These initiatives 

or what became eventually known as ‘implementation science’ were primarily ‘technical fixes’ such 

as developing ‘technological’ skills of clinicians and clinical staff (Gruber et al., 2009; Kellermann, 

& Jones, 2013) but had very limited success (Greenhalgh et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016; Wessler et 

al., 2017). The enduring critique was the approach’s failure to take into account the “broader social, 

cultural and institutional” contexts within which technology adoption is embedded (Liberati et al., 

2017, 11) (see also Greenhalgh, Swinglehurst, & Stones, 2014; Kilsdonk, Peute, & Jaspers, 2017). 

Key among these was(is) lack of attention in technology development to its end-user’s (i.e. the 

clinician’s) tacit knowledge of individual patient histories, disease progression, diagnostics and 

prognoses (Allegaert, Smits, & van den Anker 2012; Datta Burton et al. 2021a).  

In turn, meaningful integration of clinician’s knowledge especially in the upstream phases 

of research and its conceptualisation was(is) viewed by clinicians as crucial for improving adoption 

(ibid; Wyatt & Altman, 1995) and increasingly finding agreement within traditional non-clinical 

‘engineering’ disciplines like bioengineering (Yang et al., 2016) robotics (Michalec, O’Donovan, & 

Sobhani 2021; Patel et al., 2019) and nanotechnology (Contera, 2019). Notwithstanding, 

momentum towards meaningful interdisciplinarity have at best been gradual with (bio)engineering 

communities, atleast where emerging AI-based medical technologies are concerned (Datta Burton 

et al, 2021a). As this paper will show, this is also the case for bio-intelligent systems specifically 

nanorobotics where weak interdisciplinary engagement is easily the overarching critique of the 

domain’s grand translatability aims. 

Drawing on an exhaustive review of literature informed by discussions with basic scientists, 

policymakers, regulators and sociologists, the chapter begins with a discussion of the entangled 

‘technology-driven’ search for higher intelligence though which nanorobotics emerged. This is 

followed by a critical analysis of in vivo (bio)compatibility issues in emerging nanorobotic research 

as the contentious space where various facets of the interdisciplinarity critique becomes visible. 

Understandings of what biocompatibility is or should be for ensuring patient safety and wellbeing 

(a key aim of translation-led research) is presented through the lens of existing regulatory 

frameworks for medical devices across USA and Europe. Finally, the chapter reflects on the 

domain’s predominantly ‘engineering’ ontologies that inadequately adapts to the biological or in 

vivo as well as the wider social context within which nanorobots hope to be routinised. Notably, 

the ethical, social and legal implications of nanorobots in particular and the nanotechnology area 

more generally are substantial and explored elsewhere but beyond the remit of this article (see e.g., 

Allhoff, 2009; Allhof et al., 2007; Singh et al. 2019; Abidin, Hassan, & Zainol, 2020; Dupuy, 2007; 

Grunwald, 2010). Our concern here is with the issue of interdisciplinarity (rather its lack) that 

undermine the realizability of nanorobotics-led targeted therapeutics.  

How we got here: the quest for higher AI  

Before the 40s: The whimsical automata 

Nanorobotics, as the term suggests, brings together the domains of nanotechnology with 

bioengineering in robotics (biorobotics) and are inextricably rooted in the histories and hopes of 

each. Contemporary robotics grew out of a rich history of efforts to design, build, operate and 

control autonomous mechanical devices. Whimsical automata, such as Al-Jazari’s and Da Vinci’s 

automatons in the 13th and 15th centuries to mechanised swans2, ‘digesting ducks’3, ‘draughtsmen 

 
2 Cox and Merlin, 17th century England (see https://themadmuseum.co.uk/history-of-automata/) 
3 Jacques de Vaucanson, 17th century, France (see https://themadmuseum.co.uk/history-of-automata/) 



writers’4, tea servers5, and others, crowd the history of human ingenuity in creating mechanical 

representations after their own image or that of other organisms. However, it was (William) Grey 

Walter’s electronic autonomous ‘tortoises’ built in the 1940s-50s that are now widely considered 

the first modern ‘robots’. These had the basic design features that much of today’s advanced 

micro- or nanorobotics architecture aspire to; namely: a sensing mechanism, a viable energy source 

for mobility (e.g., Grey Walter used rechargeable batteries) and circuitry for actuation6 or 

locomotion (e.g., Grey Walter used analog electronic circuits).  

50s - 70s: The rise of AI 

Importantly, the more famous of Grey Walter’s tortoises, the Machina Speculatrix or the ‘thinking 

machine’ as the name suggests, could think and act upon it; as Grey Walter wrote, “it explores its 

environment actively, persistently, systematically, as most animals do” (Grey Walter, 1963). 

Thinking systems, or artificial intelligence (AI) as Stanford University’s Professor McCarthy called it 

in 1956, are a much more recent development than building automata. Indeed, what is now the 

‘AI domain’ is widely considered to have begun  with Alan Turing’s famous inquiry into “Can 

machines think?” (Turing, 1950), followed by intensifying scientific interest in machine learning 

and AI during the early-50s until around the mid-60s. Notable achievements during the time (to 

name a few) were Arthur Samuel’s ‘temporal-difference-learning’, McCarthy’s and Minsky’s 

Dartmouth Summer Project, Rosenblatt’s early work on developing neural networks etc. However, 

reality failed to live up to the inflated hype of AI and research interest declined after the 70s with 

leading figures like McCarthy declaring that “AI is harder than we thought”7. The influential 

Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee’s (ALPAC) expressed similar discontent in its 1966 

report to the US government; noting that “there has been no machine translation of general 

scientific text, and none is in immediate prospect” (ALPAC, 1966) (see also Taube 1961; Garvey 

2021). Similarly damning was British mathematician James Lighthill’s 1973 report to the British 

Science Research Council that “in no part of the field [of AI] have discoveries made so far 

produced the major impact that was then promised”8. A key outcome of these reports was that AI 

funding soon dried up and the domain entered into what has since been referred as ‘AI winter’ 

(Agar, 2020).  

80s – 2000s: A shift towards embodied AI  

Notwithstanding the funding pause during this time, research on various sub- and 

correlated domains of AI (e.g. robotics), at times under the guise of different names (‘expert 

systems’) to qualify for non-AI focused research funding, continued throughout the 80s and 90s. 

Robotics, in particular, benefited, as integration with AI rescued it from a narrowing focus on 

robotic-arms for industrial use (e.g., Unimate9) and the occasional prototype (e.g., Shakey, 

HILARE10) to eventually broaden into a domain of relevance with cross-sectoral applicability 

(Kuipers, Hart & Nilsson, 2017; Matarić, 2007; Moran, 2007). From the perspective of AI 

 
4 19th century: Henri Maillardet, France; Pierre Jaquet-Droz, Switzerland (see https://themadmuseum.co.uk/history-
of-automata/) 
5 Hisashige Tanaka, 18th century, Japan (Hornyak, 2006) 
6 Actuator is an electronic gearbox that converts energy to mechanical force to move and or control a device. 
7 https://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2017/history-artificial-intelligence/ 
8 https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/12/30/a-very-short-history-of-artificial-intelligence-ai/ 
9 `Unimate’ the first industrial robot arm built by George Devol Jr. joined General Motors’ assembly line at its 
Ewing, New Jersey plant in 1961 (http://www.robothalloffame.org/unimate.html) (Mickle 1961) 
10 Shakey was the first mobile robot developed at the Stanford Research Institute (now SRI Intl.) in 1966. Other 
prototypes in the 60s-70s were CART, HILARE, Freddy, Leachim, SCARA (see e.g., Matarić 2007; Moran 2007). 



research(ers), the field had to broaden not only to access other non-AI funding sources in response 

to scarce AI-focused funding, but also to some extent to remain relevant alongside co-emerging 

competing technologies of high promissory value such as nanotechnology, bioengineering, 

industrial robotics etc.  

Ironically, the integration of AI and robotics in many ways led to the disintegration of AI’s 

holy grail of developing human-level intelligence (Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)) in 

traditionally disembodied forms or what is known as strong-AI (McCorduck, 2004). By the mid-

80s, new thinking on a ‘situated’ approach to AI proposed a paradigmatic shift away from strong-

AI towards AI interactions adaptive of its living environment (embodied or weak-AI) “whose 

coexistence and co-operation let more complex behaviors emerge”  (Brooks, 1990, p. 4). 

Embodied intelligence proposed a narrower type of AI focused on specific and simpler tasks 

informed by a more modest, lower ‘organismal’ level (e.g., insect-level) intelligence (Brooks, 1991), 

at times borrowing heavily from child development (Di Nuovo & McClelland, 2019; Nehaniv, 

Morza & Olsson, 2007; Smith & Gasser, 2005; Turing, 1950). In turn, robotics inspired by living 

biological systems flourished throughout the 90s, intermingling with emerging knowledge across 

a wide spectrum of technological domains from neuromorphic engineering, evolutionary 

electronics to nanotechnologies. In particular, an emerging biological offshoot of AI or 

biointelligence using molecular programming (Adleman, 1994; 1998) and DNA nanoscience (Seeman, 

1982) inspired an unprecedented integration of AI and robotics with another new area of 

knowledge that had started garnering immense interest and funding – nanotechnology. 

2000s onwards: The rise of nanorobots (embodiments at nanoscales) 

A relatively new disruptor compared to AI and robotics, the idea of ‘nanotechnology’ was 

born only in 1959 in a now famous address by Richard Feynman, a Caltech physicist and future 

Noble prize winner at the American Physical Society titled “There’s Plenty of Room at the 

Bottom” (meaning, at the molecular level). Attention to molecular engineering at the time was 

sparse and it wasn’t until 1974 that the term ‘nanotechnology’ was first used by Professor Norio 

Taniguchi (1974) at an address to the Japan Society of Precision Engineering to describe the 

“processing of separation, consolidation and deformation of materials by one atom or one 

molecule”. In large part, nanotechnology took off after the scanning probe microscopy invented 

in 1981 provided the necessary tool for ‘molecular engineering’ (Drexler, 1981, 1988).  

By the mid-80s, ‘nanotechnology’ had started attracting research interest globally including 

garnering immense corporate funding from the likes of Samsung Electronics, Nippon Steel, IBM, 

Toshiba etc. (WIPO, 2015, p. 12). Patent filing by corporations and academics also ramped up 

from the early-90s led by the US, Japan and Germany (WIPO 2015, 115). Public sector support 

too rose globally after 2000 when the Clinton administration - nudged by Richard E. Smalley’s11 

dogged lobbying - recognised ‘nanotechnology’ as a focus area for USA research and development 

and launched its National Nanotechnology Initiative with the promise of substantive funding to 

follow (www.nano.gov). Soon after, 60 countries had launched their own nanotechnology 

strategies, including the European Union and United Kingdom in 200412. Corporate spending on 

research and development, however, consistently exceeded public support. For example, according 

to one World Intellectual Property Office report, government funding for nanotechnology in 2012 

was $7.9 billion USD compared to the $10billion received from corporate sources the same year 

 
11 Professor of Chemistry and joint-Nobel winner for the discovery of carbon-60 (popularly ‘buckyballs’). 
12 The EU’s Towards a European Strategy for Nanotechnology and Britain’s Royal Society and the Royal Academy of 

Engineering publishing Nanoscience and Nanotechnologies: Opportunities and Uncertainties  

http://www.nano.gov/


(WIPO 2015, 115). Throughout the decade, nanotechnology research advanced rapidly, forming 

new disciplines and coalescing with existing ones (for a detailed analysis of emerging sub-domains 

in nanotechnology between 1991-2012 see Chen et al. 2013, 16). 

In particular, basic research in the biomedical applications of nanotechnology expanded 

rapidly, bolstered in large part by complementarities with several co-emerging areas of knowledge 

across various sub-domains of engineering such as tissue engineering, neural engineering, 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) computing, biomimetics and biological microelectromechanical 

systems (BioMEMS). Resurgent interest in AI since around 2014 also helped the field of 

biointelligence (Hodjat, 2015; Morris, Schlenoff, & Srinivasan, 2017; Steels, 2007; Waters, 2015). 

Rapid advances in AI supported by billions in public and private investments (Waters, 2015) along 

with increases in computing capacity (cloud services, graphics processing units13) for analysing 

simultaneous increases in data generation worldwide (big data) also benefitted nanorobotics. For 

instance, various types of DNA sequencing using artificial neural networks (ANN – a set of 

algorithms for machine learning) provided the necessary ‘nanoinformatics’ (Adir et al., 2020; 

Afantitis, 2020) tools needed to realise nano-bioengineering’s next frontier – targeted therapeutics.  

This was the hope and hype of nanorobotics since its dawn in the mid-80s - that 

nanorobots would engender a paradigm shift in biomedicine and healthcare – from the traditional 

systemic treatments to targeted therapeutics. Autonomously propelled by organic (e.g., attached to 

sperms, blood cells, bacteria) or inorganic actuation (e.g., magnetic or chemical), nanorobots were 

(are) envisioned to ‘get close to’ remote areas of the human body to deliver targeted therapeutics. 

Traditional systemic (whole body) therapeutics that left the whole body to suffer from various 

debilitating side-effects such as in chemotherapy, were be replaced with targeted- surgery, drug 

delivery, gene editing, diagnostics and in vivo imaging. Recent prototypes of nanorobots propelled by 

autonomous navigation systems (Li, et al., 2017) and their more advanced cousins - the connected 

nanorobot with a (wireless) communication interface (Dressler & Fischer, 2015; Kuestner et al., 

2020) - advance these hopeful visions at the biomedical frontier ever closer to realisation. In a 

sense, nanorobotics’ holy grail of targeted therapeutics is thus not far from the fantasy of Fantastic 

Voyage. Only, in reality, surgeons would not need to shrink physically to travel inside the body, but 

instead conduct surgeries from outside the body via wirelessly connectivity to an intelligent 

nanorobot inside the body designed to perform specific tasks (ibid).  

Where we are: the pursuit of strong-(bio)AI 

The problem is that realising the promise of nano or microbot-led targeted therapies means 

grappling with issues of compatibility between the biological (the in vivo environment) and the bio-

intelligent device designed using primarily ‘engineering’ ontologies and epistemologies. Consider 

biointelligence in nanorobots. It encapsulates advances in molecular programming, DNA computing 

(Adleman, 1994, 1998; Seeman, 1982) and stimuli-responsiveness that are very different than 

electronic computing. Nevertheless, the race among researchers is for biointelligence to reach 

electronic computing’s levels of higher intelligence but mostly (as we shall see) at the expense of 

greater attention to its biological compatibility and therein its usability in clinical contexts. Even 

since its earliest days, starting with the earliest nanorobot prototype - a two-dimensional DNA 

surface (Gu et al., 2009; Benenson et al. 200; NNI 2009) - research and development of molecular 

programming as a key component of nanorobotic intelligence was almost wholly focused on 

achieving higher levels of intelligence inherent in the, 

 
13 for learning visual data. 



“hierarchical design strategies that were essential to the development of complex electronic 

systems. The central concept [was] to establish a hierarchy of abstractions that permit[ted] 

the programming of high-level dynamical [and autonomous] behavior separately from the 

design of low-level components” (Srinivas et al., 2017, p. 1). 

Inherent within these aspirations towards strong-AI was an overwhelming attention to the ‘design’ 

calculus that has since dominated the logic of recent advances in DNA-nanoscience. Nanorobotics 

research(ers) have religiously followed in the footsteps of the path of discovery followed by early 

electronic systems. As in electronic computing, researchers have developed (to name a few) greater 

DNA data storage capacity to over 200MB with random information retrieval (Church et al., 2012; 

Goldman et al., 2013; Organick et al., 2018), DNA barcodes for cellular tagging and or 

fingerprinting (Shah, Dubey, & Reif, 2019), renewable DNA circuitry (Eshra et al., 2019; Garg et 

al., 2018) including the reverse applicability of DNA search algorithms in silicon computing 

(Jazayeri & Sajedi, 2020)14. Early machine learning (ML) attempts in AI are similarly reflected in 

recent work on ‘pattern recognition’ using “a simple training algorithm” on DNA-based neural 

networks and are even evaluated against the Modified National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (MNIST) database commonly used to evaluate ML algorithms (Cherry & Qian, 2018).  

Similarly, ‘design’ goals for attaining higher intelligence levels dominate research on 

nanodevices using biointelligence derived from ‘stimuli-responsiveness’ to changes sensed in the 

acidity or temperature levels of its in vivo environment. Most of such stimuli-responsive prototypes 

are yet to advance beyond a low-level of intelligence essentially resembling “a navigation system 

for micro/nanoscale vehicles, relying on vision-based close-loop control and path planning” 

(Wang et al. 2021, 3). Nevertheless, the research driver is uncritically towards strong-AI.  

At the same time, that these stimuli-responsive nanorobots are considered “highly 

promising for their autonomous operation in complex dynamic settings and unpredictable 

scenarios expected in a variety of realistic nanoscale scenarios [such as vascularised or highly 

viscous in vivo environments]” is important (ibid). For it shows somewhat of a turn in recent 

thinking around integrating in vivo contexts within the ‘design’ calculi that is crucial for realising 

nanorobotics-led targeted therapeutics. This is further evidenced by emerging nanorobot 

exoskeleton designs that combine state of the art stimuli-responsive intelligence with latest 

advances in molecular programming using ‘framework nucleic acid’ (FNA) structures - a group of 

DNA nanostructures of proven biocompatibility (Elmowafy, Tiboni & Solliman, 2019; Wu et al., 

2012; Yuan et al., 2019). The ‘nanobee’ is one such biomimetic nanostructure encapsulating the 

bee’s venom (melittin or MLT) within a tetrahedral FNA exoskeleton (Tian et al., 2021). In much 

the same way a bee responds with a venomous sting when it perceives a hazard, the ‘nanobee’ is 

molecularly programmed to decompose its venomous cargo in response to specific stimuli (e.g., a 

target cancer protein) in its environment (ibid).  

Bio-AI and its biocompatibility problem  

The problem is that although such emerging nanoconjugate are designed to deliver the 

technological state-of-the-art by combining multiple sources of intelligence including some with 

proven biocompatibility, they don’t go far enough to consider the breadth of complexity that 

dynamic in vivo contexts involve. For one, even the latest nanorobotic conjugates leave unaddressed 

 
14 These are a few examples from the expanding domain of DNA computing and molecular programming. 



the overarching challenge of ‘how nanorobots will reach its target?’ Will the nanorobot be 

propelled to its in vivo target? Or, will it rely on the bloodstream to get there?  

The challenge is that very little (if any) research is currently devoted to approaching this 

‘propulsion problem’ beyond a design and fabrication calculus focused on the choice of ‘intelligent’ 

or autonomous energy sources to get the nanorobot to its target. This is unsurprising as 

nanorobotics is dominated by engineering-based domains where realization of biomedical aims 

(e.g., drug delivery, gene therapies, neurosurgery) necessarily start with ‘design’ first and all others 

second including the biology of in vivo environment (Horejs, 2020; Van den Hoven, Lokhorst, & 

Van de Poel, 2012). Consider for instance, Soto and colleagues' (2020, 2) overwhelmingly design-

driven choice of propulsion material when they explain that: 

micro/nanorobots relies on developing engines that are continuously “turn-on” and 

generate enough force to overcome the drag forces from the environment. Therefore, the 

design and fabrication of small-scale robots are driven by the need for active materials that 

can continuously convert diverse energy sources into locomotion. 

Implicit within these design-driven approach to the ‘propulsion problem’ is also the 

methodological reliance on computational models of dynamic in vivo environments (like the 

bloodstream) to conduct in vitro or in silico simulations of in vivo navigation and interactions (Latour 

Jr & Black, 1993; Perez-Guagnelli et al., 2020). Models for in silico simulations are standard practice 

in bioengineering, biochemistry and related areas, although widely accepted that such 

oversimplified abstractions inadequately represent the dynamic complexity of in vivo environments 

that vary significantly across organs e.g., the brain environment differs significantly from say the 

liver, heart etc (Park et al., 2020; Saifi, Poduri & Godugu, 2020). Oversimplification not only tends 

to have a bias for the more formalizable and quantifiable variables of interest for modelling 

purposes (Edmonds & Moss, 2005; Lavé et al., 2007) but also disconnects research(ers) from the 

biological and the human (e.g., bloodstream is often referred as ‘hostile environments’ (Muresan 

et al., 2018)) while privileging design-based ‘technical’ approaches.  

One outcome of this is that years have been spent studying a diverse range of organic 

(enzymes, sperms) and inorganic (magnetic, chemical) autonomous energy sources for 

nanorobotics propulsion with little or no biocompatibility profile. Chemical sources of self-

propulsion are one such contentious bio/nanomaterials used in nanorobot fabrication despite 

having high oxidative toxicity incompatible with in vivo human tissue like hydrazine (N2H4) or 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). It is only recently that this strand of research has started to look for 

biocompatible variations such as catalysing H2O2 decomposition to release oxygen bubbles for 

propulsion (Li et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2016) although with limited success (Chen et al., 2018, 3). 

Likewise, in vivo locomotion with external magnetic instrumentation applying heat probes to in vivo 

nanoparticles (with magnetic properties) although relatively better for locomotive control than 

chemical sources and minimally invasive, are incompatible due to the risks of heat-damage to tissue 

(Behkam & Sitti, 2006, 155). Recent use of hydrogel layers in soft micro/nanobots for external 

magnetic steering, especially the plant-derived hydrogel microstructures, are encouraging in terms 

of biocompatibility but carry the same risks of tissue damage from heat sensitivity especially when 

“near-infrared fluorescence” probes are used to excite magnetic locomotion (Chen et al. 2018, 7-

8)(Martin-del-Campo et al. 2016, 968). Externally applied acoustic-based locomotion using 

resonance properties of trapped air bubbles in soft hydrogel-based robots are again, encouraging 

in terms of research attention to biocompatibility considerations, but unhelpful as bubbles become 

unstable after a few hours (Bertin et al., 2015, p. in ibid, 15-16). Various other nanomaterials 



(including mechanisms for sensing and processing data) that subjectively integrate varying levels 

of biocompatibility considerations are currently underway and discussed exhaustively elsewhere 

(see e.g., Behkam & Sitti 2007; Wang et al., 2021; Soto et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2019).  

Given these ‘propulsion’ issues, developing nanostructures like the ‘nanobee’ that depend 

on systemic circulation via subcutaneous injections or oral routes to get to target sites attract 

research attention. The problem is that such journeys via systemic biodistribution poses immense 

‘en-route’ challenges. These include off-target effects whereby nanorobots may bind with other cells 

to form ever-larger aggregations by accretion with serious or fatal consequences (Lächelt & 

Wagner, 2015, p. 11048). Moreover, many target cancer sites have limited bio-accessibility via the 

bloodstream, such as the tight vascular networks in the brain “forming a blood-brain-barrier 

…[that] cannot be passed by passive processes” and thus inaccessible for nanorobots (ibid). Other 

issues such as retaining efficacy of drug payloads add to the challenges because nucleic acid 

polymers used for encapsulating payloads are typically made from biomaterials less likely to 

decompose en-route to the target (e.g., hydrophobic materials) but lack conclusively defined 

excretory or degradation strategy (see discussion in ibid, 11047-49; Spain et al. 2011).  

To overcome these design challenges of propulsion, yet more design alternatives to systemic 

in vivo distribution have been proposed. One such, is the use of distributed AI based on insect-

swarm behaviours whereby insect swarms achieve complex tasks unachievable by a single insect, 

such as attacking a much larger hazard (Beni, 2020; Mahapatra, 2020). In nanorobotics-led targeted 

therapeutics, deployment of ‘swarm intelligence’ require an external AI unit to control a swarm of 

in vivo self-propelled nanorobots that would “need to autonomously disperse in the capillary bed, 

take chemical sensor reading, mark the region where a positive signal is detected, and form a cluster 

in that region” (Amato et al., 2010, p. 412). Communication between in vivo swarms and its external 

control unit would use widely used existing short-range communication technologies over wireless 

(e.g., wi-fi, bluetooth, zigbee, or other radio technologies in the ISM - industrial, scientific and 

medical- band) or cellular bandwiths (e.g., GSM) (Alsuwaidi et al. 2020; Malan et al. 2004; Memon 

et al., 2020). However, such connectivity carries immense risks of exposure to the global 

cyberattack surface and the possibility of unauthorised access to in vivo data and algorithms with 

potentially detrimental or fatal consequences; as shown across a number of implantable medical 

devices (Mills 2011; Radcliff 2019; CBSNews 2018; see also Dressler and Fischer 2015). Thus, 

even if swarm intelligence solves the design problem of how a nanorobot can reach its target, it 

exacerbates the biocompatibility challenges now multiplied by ‘swarms’ while raising additional 

concerns around the privacy, safety and security of personal nanorobot networks connected to the 

global internet (Geyer et al., 2018; Kuestner et al., 2020).  

Bio-AI and its translatability within a regulatory context  

In a sense, this quest for ever-higher levels of bio-AI at the expense of its embodiment’s 

(the nanorobot’s) adaptiveness to its in vivo environment may be interpreted at best as a critique 

and at worst a rejection of translatability aims. For if clinical translatability is the end goal, 

nanorobotics must necessarily expand its focus beyond intelligent task-delivery to (a) its 

compatibility with the in vivo environment within which task delivery will take place, and (b) the 

external (ex vivo) context when nanorobots are also connected to the external world. 

Connectedness of nanorobots to the global internet pose considerable cybersecurity risks to 

patient safety and security but are currently anticipatory given that most nanorobotic research still 

remain in early research phases and have no appreciable implications for clinical translatability at 

the time of writing. Moreover, the nature and scope of these cybersecurity risks are no different 



than those faced by connected medical devices in particular and internet-connected devices more 

generally; these are discussed exhaustively in ‘cybersecurity’ scholarship (see Datta Burton et al, 

2021a; Dressler & Fischer, 2015). Our concern is with the enduring central question in medical 

nanorobotics - “will medical nanorobots be biocompatible?” (Freitas Jr., 2003). 

According to the International Standard ISO 10993-1 on “Biological evaluation of medical 

devices” (BSI, 2020; USFDA, 2020b) ‘biocompatibility’ is defined as the “ability of a medical 

device or material to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific application”.  

Traditionally, the risks to patient safety arising from issues of biocompatibility, toxicity etc. in 

innovative medical devices are governed by a risk-based classification system harmonised across 

existing regulatory frameworks in the USA, Europe and UK with some jurisdictional variability. 

Medical devices with the highest risks are classified on a scale of ascending risk based on its 

invasiveness into the human body. Active Implantable Medical Devices (AIMDs) and Class III devices 

are considered the riskiest, and Class I the least. Efforts in the last few years to update these 

frameworks in order to better capture the relatively less understood but increasingly salient 

emerging risks of innovative drug-biologic-device combinations have seen the introduction of a 

new classification of ‘combination products’ under the AIMD category across the UK (MHRA, 

2021, pp. 27–28; UK Parliament, 2002), Europe (European Medicines Agency, 2019) and USA 

(US-FDA, 2020a)). Under harmonised USA-EU risk categories, combination products generally 

include further sub-categories such as ‘Prefilled Drug or Biologic Delivery Device/System’, 

‘Device Coated/Impregnated/Otherwise Combined with Drug/Biologic/Device’ etc. (European 

Medicines Agency, 2019; US-FDA, 2020a). Nanorobots would fall within one or more of these 

categories (see Table 1) with some minor jurisdictional variability across the UK and Europe. 

 

Within this regulatory context, clinical translation of nanorobots necessarily entails 

adherence to a risk-based evaluation of biocompatibility with the human in vivo environment. In 

stark contrast to the centrality of ‘design’ focus in upstream research, the regulatory view of 

nanomaterials in downstream medical use is overwhelmingly driven by biocompatibility and 

toxicity evaluations for ensuring patient safety, above all.  

Moreover, recent updates for evaluating biocompatibility of combination and other 

products in the USA, UK and EU are informed by new proposals in ISO 10993’s section 22 

devoted to nanomaterials calling for a much more broader view of risk-based criteria than before 

(US-FDA 2020b; BSI, 2020). Section 22 extends regulatory oversight to emerging nanorobotic 



specimens using a purposively broad risk evaluation remit extending over device life cycles (life 

cycle analysis or LCA) and including even non-nano medical devices with potential for releasing 

nanoparticles (ISO, 2017).  

Yet, as studies show, even conventional LCA do not adequately capture or fully understand 

the profound implications of nano-particles on patients and society especially in its ‘degradation’ 

and systemic-excretion phases. For instance, the impact of a (potential) release of unknown nano-

particles (as a micro/nanorobot degrades) on a foetus via the mother’s blood has been shown to 

have highly concerning implications from “malignancies diagnosed during pregnancy, 

chromosomal abnormalities, abnormal metabolic development” to miscarriages and genetic 

abnormalities (Gatti et al., 2015, pp. 164–165) (see also Asare et al. 2012; Teng, Wang, & Yan, 

2016). Even those nanoparticles evaluated as biocompatible may eventually be rejected by the 

human host often with fatal consequences in a phenomenon popularly known as ‘foreign-body 

reaction’ (FBR). However, as FBR is highly patient-specific and typically encountered post-

translation, a discussion of this is beyond the remit of this article although discussed elsewhere 

(e.g., Anderson, Rodriguez, & Chang. 2008; Klopfleisch & Jung, 2017). 

Similarly, regulatory efforts to update conventional toxicology studies’ (another key step in 

clinical translation) to reflect key nanotoxicological considerations such as biopersistence and 

pharmacokinectics, remain in its early stages (Saifi, Poduri, & Godugu 2020). Adequate expansion 

of toxicology testing capacity to nanotoxicology are constrained by paucity of specialist expertise 

(ibid) and funding support (estimated to cost between $249million and 1.18billion USD, see Choi, 

Ramachandran, & Kandlikar, 2009). Yet this expansion is much needed as conventional toxicology 

studies not only “neglect [toxicity] at molecular levels …e.g. [nanoparticles] often produce 

sublethal toxicity which does not directly cause organ toxicity but alter physiological functions of 

the cells,” but also that toxicity data conventionally derived in in-vitro testing inadequately mimics 

in vivo environments with inconclusive results (ibid, 410). In sum, generation of conclusive data on 

biocompatibility and toxicology characterisations of medical-use nanorobotics/particles, especially 

over device lifecycles and beyond, remains a long way off.  

Where next: contextualising bio-AI within its environment  

The central issue for the domain’s translatability aims is thus the lack of meaningful 

engagement between design and biocompatibility aims; and reflected at the disciplinary level as 

weak engagement between (bio/nano)engineering, medical practice and regulatory domains. In 

the early years of medical nanorobotics, biocompatibility challenges received little or no attention 

within what was then considered the domain’s ‘grand challenges’. Mettin Sitti, founding member 

of the influential US-based Carnegie Mellon University’s Nanorobotics Laboratory, and colleagues 

for example, summarised these in 2007 as “On-board chemical motion control, steering, wireless 

communication, sensing, and position detection [as the] few of the future challenges for this work” 

(Behkam & Sitti, 2007, 154). Recent scholarship are more acknowledging of biocompatibility as a 

key challenge. As Agrahari and colleagues conclude, 

“assembling these functions of nanosystems while remaining biocompatible and nontoxic, 

controllable, and degradable or eliminable, is a formidable long-term technological and engineering 

challenge” (Agrahari et al. 2020, my emphasis). 

What is problematic here however, is the persistence of an uncritical and reductive 

interpretation of ‘biocompatibility’ as a technical challenge alone and resolved with a technical fix. 

This is challenging for translatability as it misses the salience of regulatory and medical practice 



considerations without which translation is unlikely as “technical fixes do not address the real 

problem [of biocompatibility] but the problem in as far as it is amenable to technical solutions” 

(Van den Hoven et al., 2012, 152) (see also Datta Burton et al. 2021a; 2021b, 13-17). A key outcome 

of this is that after two decades of research and billions in funding, nanorobotics remains firmly 

in the early stages of testing (in-silico, in-vitro) with a handful being trialed on animal models, and 

some human trials planned.  

As such, basic research articles in the field typically acknowledge the need for 

biocompatibility considerations in future research. However, they show little or no evidence of 

meaningful interdisciplinary involvement from downstream regulatory or user areas (such as 

regulatory specialists, clinicians) that have been shown to significantly improve technological 

translatability (Datta Burton et al., 2020a; Patel et al., 2019; Sollini et al., 2020). To borrow from 

Sharp and Langer (2011, p. 527), ‘convergence’ of disciplines “where engineers and physical 

scientists are equal partners with biologists and clinicians in addressing many of the new medical 

challenges” has been at best limited in nanorobotics as expertise have stayed within their 

disciplinary silos. For instance, a recent 296-page textbook on ‘Engineering, Medicine and Science 

at the Nano-scale,’ intended for “Students at universities the world over” (Fonash & Van de 

Voorde, 2018) mentions ‘biocompatible’ once (in pp 215) and stemmed variations of 

‘toxic/toxicity/toxicology’ just five times (twice in page 202, and once each in pages 203, 2010, 

and 2011). In a similar vein, the basal ISO 13014 “Guidance on physico-chemical characterization 

of engineered nanoscale materials for toxicologic assessment [for nanotechnologies]” views its 

applicability for a limited downstream audience writing that,  

“This Technical Report will be of value to parties (e.g. toxicologists, ecotoxicologists, regulators, 

health and safety professionals) interested in assessing and interpreting the potential 

toxicological effect of manufactured NOAAs [nano-objects and their aggregates and 

agglomerates greater than 100 nm]” (ISO, 2012, my emphasis). 

In many ways, disciplinary silos are the unintended consequences of specialisation that is at once 

necessary for developing emerging domains like nanorobotics, as it is problematic. For it risks 

insulating knowledge thus generated from its practical and societal context that is crucial for 

routinisation into practice where the overarching goal is that the innovative technology,  

“must give patients, users and other persons a high level of protection and achieve the 

intended level of performance when implanted in human beings; …relating both to the 

technical safety features and the inspection procedures for such devices” (Council, 1990). 

Meaningful interdisciplinarity, especially in upstream research, has been shown to be 

helpful in mitigating the adverse impacts of disciplinary silos (Datta Burton et al., 2020b; Michalec 

et al., 2021; Patel et al., 2019; Wong et al., 2008) such as the disconnect between design and 

biocompatibility aims in medical nanorobotics. As Sonia Contera, Professor of Biological Physics 

at the University of Oxford has argued in her book Nano Comes to Life that “biology [will need to] 

become physics” for medical nanotechnology to be realizable (in Horejs 2020). I argue, perhaps 

even more provocatively than Contera, that until physics becomes biology and engages with a host 

of multidisciplinary expertise from cybersecurity, regulatory to medicine and healthcare, 

nanorobotics-led therapeutics is unlikely to be realizable. 

Conclusion 



This article presented weak interdisciplinary engagement as the overarching critique of the 

nanorobotics domain’s grand clinical translatability aims. Through the historically entangled 

ambitions of technologists across multiple (bio)engineering and computational domains since the 

40s, the article showed how an array of ‘peak’ technology nanorobots have been produced driven 

overwhelmingly by an uncritical ‘technical’ design ethos. Along the way, and especially in the last 

two decades of intensifying nanorobotics research, meaningful considerations of in vivo contexts 

have largely been neglected in favour of advancing ‘technical’ research for ever-higher levels of 

bio-AI with few if any qualitative commitment or contribution to medicine. The point, as some 

may argue, that technical knowledge production is for knowledge alone and do not need to have 

societal benefit considerations is a fair point. However, it does not hold in the case of nanorobotics 

given the founding clinical translatability ethos of the domain especially when medical applicability 

is the stated aim of a majority of basic research papers in the area.  

To make translation realizable, safety and wellbeing of the human host should have driven 

research especially in its upstream conceptualisation phases by integrating translation-related 

regulatory and medical-use considerations such as biocompatibility, toxicity etc via meaningful 

inclusion of regulatory and medical expertise. Indeed, that research direction towards meaningful 

adaptiveness of nanorobots to its (in vivo) environment have so far been overwhelmingly ceded by 

the seemingly loftier design-driven race for attaining the holy grail of ever higher levels of bio-AI, 

may be interpreted as a rejection of embodied weak-AI in favour of abstract strong-AI. Likewise, 

that the meaningful inclusion of multidisciplinary translation-related voices is yet to happen after 

nearly decades of design-led research may also be reasonably interpreted as a critique of the 

nanorobotics domain’s commitment to translation or its likelihood anytime soon.  
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